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ABOUT THE STORY
As far as the Baloch1 society of Iran is
concerned, no works of such nature has
been published so far. Recently a few
number of Iranian Baloch writers have
published some Balochi stories in Balochi
or Farsi languages.
Yet, works of the present kind, to this
date, have not been available in English
language. The art of writing and publishing
on Iranian Baloch literature as a cultural
activity has not been practiced so far.

The Baloch of Iran live in Sistan va Balochestan
Province, southeast of the country.
1
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The present booklet is a work of nonfiction.2 The main objectives of this work
are: first, to introduce the culture of
Iranian Baloch to the world. And, second,
to use this text for teaching purpose at
the

English

schools,

institutes,

and

universities both in Iran and abroad.
This

short

story

also

conveys

two

messages: first, it tells that where there
is illiteracy superstations have a strong
role to play, and the second message
implies that if some tricks are applied
appropriately

and

expediently

positive

results then may come into light.

This story has been taken from the “Memoirs of
Mohammad Reza Taheri” (2017).
2
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Apart from sharing the interesting truth
in the form of a simple and short story,
this non-fiction provides readers with the
meanings of some of the terms below each
page in the form of footnotes which makes
the story easier for the non-English
readers.
At the end of the present story we deal
with “questions for discussion". This is
required to improve the speaking skills of
those readers whose medium of instruction
is not English.
Ahmad Reza Taheri
Postdoctoral & PhD
Iranian Baloch Studies
05 JAN 2017
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INTRODUCTION
Iran is an old country in the Middle East.
It is a land of many strange stories from
different communities.
One of these communities is known as
Baloch community. The Baloch live in the
province of Sistan va Balochestan located
in the south east of the country.
History tells that many Baloch firmly
believed in religious superstition. These
superstitions had often negative impact on
the progress of the society. However, in
some cases, superstitions have brought
about good conclusions.
Thus, at times, superstitious ideas and
practices have solved some problems. One
www.taheri.info | 10
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such incident, for example, took place in
the town of Bakhshan (1965), Saravan,
located

in

the

southeast

of

Iranian

Balochestan.
This story is based on facts. Yet, in order
to protect the identity of some of the
people involved in the incident, fake names
have been used.
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PREVIEW
The spiritual leader of the town, Mullah
Atta, receives a bad news of theft from a
young woman by the name of Zargol.
Mullah has to extend his help quickly. He is
known to be a wise and trustable old man.
Any wrong decision or false judgment
might damage the Mullah’s reputation and
charisma in the town.
Therefore, Mullah has to be very careful
and skillful in his actions.
To deal with communal problems Mullah
Atta often has to play some tricky roles to
solve the problems. The present story is
about one of his tricks.
www.taheri.info | 12
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STUPID THIEF AND THE WISE
MULLAH

In a very far land, in a cool afternoon,
Zargol

hurriedly3

left

her

home

to

approach the Mullah4 of the town.
As

soon

as

reaching

the

Mullah's

residence, she began knocking on the door
while calling Mullah loudly several times.

3

Very quickly.

A Muslim religious leader or religious teacher.

4
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Zargol looked worried. Her unhappy facial
expression5 was clearly noticed by Dorri,
the maid who had been hired to assist
Mahbibi,

the

Mullah's

wife,

with

housekeeping.
"What do you want Zargol?" Dorri asked
while gazing at Zargol who seemed to be
unaware of the Dorri’s presence at the
door.
On seeing the maid (Dorri), Zargol began
chattering6 to Dorri for a couple of
minutes. While Zargol had not completely
finished her talking, Dorri’s face began

The act of making your thoughts and feelings known
to others through body gestures.
5

6

To talk in a quick or casual way.
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turning pale.7 Then without saying a word,
Dorri allowed the anxious8 Zargol to enter
the terrace, a flat area inside the old
house where Mullah Atta and Mahbibi were
having tea.
The moment Zargol entered the terrace
and reached near where Mullah Atta and
Mahbibi

were

sitting,

Mullah

began

crossing his legs and requested Zargol to
sit close to them.
Zargol’s impatience made Mullah little
worried. “Relax, my daughter… tell me
what is wrong?” Mullah asked calmly.

7

To lose color of your face as a result of fear.

Worried or afraid, especially about something that is
going to happen or might happen.
8
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While behaving confusedly, Zargol greeted
the old man with respect. She paused for a
couple of seconds, took a short breath and
then began to tell the story:
"Mullah, last night someone had broken
in and stolen my jewelries. My poor
husband had worked hard for years to
buy them for me… Please, help me to
find my gold-bag. I implore9 you…, my

9

To beg or pray for something.
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husband so far does not know, nor does
my family in law. I'm afraid if they
come to know, they will not let me go
unpunished."
The moment Zargol finished talking and
began

pleading10

something,
thinking

with

Mullah

of

how

had
to

Mullah

to

already
deal

with

do

begun
this

particular11 problem…
Mullah Atta suddenly put down the cup of
tea he was about to sip and murmured12
angrily:

10

To make an urgent request often emotionally.

11

Special or more than usual.

12

To complain in low voice often in a secretive way.
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"Who could have done this? Bakhshan is
a small town where all are known to each
other. I just cannot believe it."
Few moments later, however, seeing the
poor lady’s concern, Mullah tried to calm
Zargol by promising her that he will
certainly find the gold-bag.
Mullah Atta knew well that he had to act
quickly. He had to do something. Actually,
Mullah was considering it useful to discuss
the issue with some influential people. Atta
had a plan in mind!

www.taheri.info | 18
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Mullah Atta walked straightaway towards
Hashom Khan, the town's chief. A man
whom locals would obey his instructions
indisputably.13
As Mullah was close to approach Hashom
Khan's residence, he noticed the man’s
presence

nearly

out

of

the

apparently planning to go somewhere.

13

Without a doubt, certainly.
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Hashom Khan's house was much bigger
than those of other Bakhshani’s residents.
It looked like an old castle.
Hashom Khan was just about to leave his
house to pay a short visit to the town when
he

came

across14
Mullah
Atta.
Seeing
Mullah at
the gate, Hashom Khan warmly hugged him
and eagerly welcomed and guided Mullah
Atta back to the house.

14

To meet someone by chance.
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The two had not seen each other for few
days, but every time they met they showed
admiration and respect to each other.
"Oh, Wajah15 Hashom Khan, I think you
were

going

somewhere?” Mullah Atta

asked respectfully.
"No, I will go later on, there must be
something important that has brought
you up here, is not that so?" Hashom
Khan replied smilingly while leading Mullah
towards the hall.

“Wajah or Waja” is a Balochi term which is almost
equal to the English terms of Sir, Master, and Mister.
It is used as a sign of respect especially when you
address elder men.
15
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Both of them got into the old building's
hall, a large room used for local events or
activities such as town meetings.
After having few talks on issues of
concern, Mullah Atta went on to share the
story of burglary and the future negative
consequences in case things do not go
right.
Stealing in Bakhshan was a rare incident.
Bakhshan had a peaceful and friendly
www.taheri.info | 22
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atmosphere.16 The people trusted and
respected each other. The dishonest17 acts
of this kind (robbery) were considered to
be very bad and unacceptable. After all, it
could damage the credibility of the town’s
leaders such as Hashom Khan and Mullah
Atta, who were considered important and
helpful in taking care of the society’s
problems. That is why Hashom Khan could
not ignore the issue.

16

Situation in a given place.

17

Wicked.
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Hence, the
two

sat

for

some

time

but

without
finding
immediate

solution.

deliberately18

did

not

Mullah
disclose

an
Atta
his

tricky plan and remained quiet to see
if Hashom Khan would come up with a
better idea.
Finally, realizing that time might run out,
Mullah Atta began to share his interesting
tricky plan with Hashom Khan.
18

Intended or planned.
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What was the Plan?
Mullah asked Hashom Khan to summon19 the
herald20 to spread not only the news but
also the repercussions21 of the theft.
Mullah

assured

Hashom

Khan

of

the

feasibility22 of the plan and apparently that
seemed to be enough to convince the
town’s chief to proceed23 with the plan.

19

To require someone to do something.

20

Messenger or announcer.

Something usually bad that happens as a result of an
action.
21

22

Meaning that something can be done.

23

To continue to do something.
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In less than an hour, the herald was set
off24 with the Mullah Atta’s instructions.
The herald proclaimed25 that:
"Dear people of Bakhshan, this morning,
Mullah Atta was informed about a goldbag stolen from Zargol's home. As you
are aware of the spiritual26 abilities of
the Mullahs, let me disclose that our
24

To start something.

25

Say something officially to the public.

26

Relating to religious or sacred things.
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Mullah has already applied his power by
exposing27

the

thief

to

severe

punishment. For your information, Mullah
has dug in an egg possessed by black
magic28, and that is going to blow up
tomorrow before the dawn. The egg's
split immediately will make the thief's
belly swell to explode if the gold-bag is
not found till the tomorrow's given time!"
The news extended almost all over the
town in a matter of minutes.
Apparently, the announcement made both
Hashom

Khan

and

Mullah

Atta

little

To put somebody in a vulnerable or potentially
dangerous situation.
27

A magic that is associated with evil spirits. It is also
called evil magic.
28
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satisfied. It seemed as a temporary break
from the problem.
Still both were not quite certain whether
the plan would work or not. They had to
wait and see till the tomorrow's daybreak,
the time of Namaz.29
Mullah Atta now was in deep thoughts,
thinking that “following the announcement
what would be the thief's reaction!?”

The five obligatory daily prayers in Islam. These
prayers are only performed after ritual bathing and
take place before sunrise, at noon, in the midafternoon, immediately after sunset, and before
midnight.
29
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“A smart thief would not turn up but a
stupid thief would do so.” This idea began
to preoccupy30 the Mullah Atta’s mind.
Mullah Atta was also thinking that “if the
thief is a smart one then that might
damage the Mullah’s charisma.”31
"Oh… the Great God…, help me to sort it
out.”

Atta uttered the words in a soft

voice and semi-disappointed32 manner as he
was about to rise on his feet to leave
Hashom Khan’s place.

30

To fill somebody's thoughts completely.

Ability to affect others by means of personal charm
and influence.
31

32

Not totally losing hope.
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Hashom Khan, not feeling better than
Mullah, rose himself to see Atta off at the
gate.
The two then moved towards the gate of
the house, exchanged few more words,
expressed good wishes, hugged, and bade
farewell33 to each other.
On his way back home, Mullah Atta had to
look after some business at the local
market. Thus, while walking down the
market, he overheard a few people’s
discussions on the announcement which had
astonished the entire town.

33

Good bye.
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Moments later Mullah himself came across
few men who amazingly asked him a number
of questions about “the possessed egg and
the thief's belly.”

The fact was that people were expecting
to see what would happen to the thief's
belly by the next morning. Many felt sorry
for the poor thief's fate. After all, the
suspect supposed to be one among the
locals familiar to the town.

www.taheri.info | 31
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Nevertheless34, few were thinking of a
rough treatment for the thief. To them,
whoever the thief might be, he must face
the consequences, whatever. For many
others the incident turned into a thrilling35
discussion.
As

hours

passed

one

by

one,

many

expected the thief's submission. Evening
came and passed but with no news.
The dusk was approaching but still there
were no discoveries.
At home Atta was offering his prayers
with an uneasy mind. In fact, right from
the beginning the issue had been annoying
34

Despite a situation or comment.

35

Very exciting.
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Mullah, at times making him feel that the
theft might not be discovered at all.
Besides, on that day, Mullah Atta had to
settle a couple of family disputes. So, the
day's activities had exhausted him.
At night, the poor Zargol decided to visit
Mullah Atta once again. This time Dooda,
her irritated36 husband, was also keen to
see the Mullah.
Actually,

right

after

the

herald’s

announcement, Zargol’s husband and her
family in law like everyone else in the town
had come to know about the news.

36

Being annoyed.
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Throughout the day Zargol could not
concentrate on her house keeping work.
Dooda was nervous too, blaming Zargol for
not keeping the gold in a safer place.
The couple was poor. Dooda, a twentyfour-year

old

farmer,

and

Zargol,

a

seventeen-year old house wife, were living
in an extended family with six members in
a small cottage.
The cottage was hardly a few minutes away
from the Mullah's residence. Hence, it did
not take the couple much time to reach the
Mullah's doorstep.
Dooda knocked on the door few quick
times, and waited for a reply. Almost a
minute

later,

www.taheri.info | 34
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appeared, obviously

knowing

what

the

couple was intending to say.
In seconds, the couple was guided towards
the guest section, a simple rural room
made of adobe37 allocated for the guests
and the town's family-dispute sessions.
Mullah led Zargol and Dooda to sit on the
floor where it was covered with a simple
Persian mat. The two stayed there for a
while and were served with water and date.

Brick made from earth and straw and dried by the
sun.
37
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After spending a few moments in silence,
finally Dooda broke the silence by humbly
asking Mullah to do something.
But,

Mullah

immediately

interrupted38

saying that “Dear son, everything is going
to be fine."
Mullah

then

patted

gently

Dooda's

shoulder with the right hand as trying to
hide his apprehensive39 face.

38

Cause someone to temporary stop speaking.

39

Anxious.
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Mullah paused for a moment, yawned and
then with an artificial smile on confidently
ensured the couple of the positive result
till the coming morning.
Mullah also emphasized that “they should
not be upset.”
In response, Dooda had nothing to offer
but his gratitude.40 The couple, of course,
had a strong belief in Mullah.
It was getting late and so the couple felt
that they should be leaving by now.
Once out of the Mullah‘s house, Dooda
seemed to be less angry with Zargol (his
wife). Dooda tried to bring Zargol back to
Feeling of being thankful to somebody for doing
something.
40
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the

speaking

terms

while

they

were

heading home.
"Zargol, despite what Mullah had said, I
'm a little afraid of my parents’ reaction
once we get home,” Dooda said.
Ignoring her husband by not attending to
his concern, Zargol behaved in a way to
make Dooda understand of his earlier bad
behavior.
In fact, earlier on, the two had a quarrel
over the theft. As a result, she was still
discontent with her husband.
Once at home, the couple's impatient
extended family questioned Zargol about
their meeting with Mullah Atta.
www.taheri.info | 38
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“Is Mullah really going to find out that
stolen gold?” Dooda’s father asked Zargol
furiously.41
The mother in law who did not behave
better kept scolding42 Zargol.
Few

more

irritating

comments

were

followed by Gulam (Dooda’s elder brother)
and his wife Shahbanoo, yet without
response.

41

Extremely or violently angry.

42

To rebuke somebody angrily.
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The unlucky Zargol had nothing to say. The
same was with Dooda who was watching
idly, unable to defend his wife. However, to
calm the situation, finally Dooda raised his
voice, saying that “God willing, Mullah will
find the gold by tomorrow.”
It was dark and cold by now. The entire
town except for Zargol's family had gone
to deep sleep.
The quiet of the town at times could break
with the bark of the wild dogs in the
distance.
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At the crack of dawn, while being out in
the courtyard, Mahbibi called her husband
anxiously.
Mullah

Atta

who

had

just

finished

ablution43 to get himself prepared for the
morning Namaz, immediately rushed out

towards the yard to see what was up!
Having a small dusty bag in hand, Mahbibi
showed it to the Mullah with a puzzled
face!
The act of washing body: face, hands, and feet
before a prayer.
43
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"What is that…?” Mullah asked earnestly.
"I was out here for the ritual44 washing
when I heard a soft boom-like sound.
On turning my back, I saw this bag at
my feet. It just fell to the floor as if
someone had thrown it from the other
side of the wall…, strange…," Mahbibi
explained and shrugged.45
“Really…!!! Let me see it”, Mullah said
surprisingly, grabbed it and then sat down
to search the bag.

Established actions or words followed regularly
before or after prayer.
44

To raise and drop the shoulders briefly, especially to
indicate indifference or lack of knowledge.
45
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"Oh, it's a bag…," Mullah breathed the
words voicelessly as though he had not
caught what Mahbibi had told him earlier.

"Ya, it's a bag…, that is what I showed
you," Mahbibi replied amazingly.
Mullah nodded while hastily began to look
into the bag. He emptied out the bag to
see the contents.
"It's gold…, oh God, gold…! I think I got
it… it's Zargol's jewelry… thanks to the
great God", Mullah Atta exclaimed.
www.taheri.info | 43
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In seconds, Mullah hurriedly picked the
small worn-out bag, threw the few pieces
of gold (three rings, a big chain, and a pair
of earrings) back into it and then rushed
to his room.
Seeing himself released from the tension,
Mullah Atta secured the bag into a safe
location inside the room. He then lied down
for some moments and thanked God in
whisper for couple of times.
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Soon after that Mullah Atta began his
already-late morning prayers. Immediately
after the prayers, Mullah called on Dorri
and asked her to bring in Zargol and her
husband as soon as possible.

Few minutes later, Dorri went out to call
Zargol. Without letting Zargol know about
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the details46, Dorri just asked Zargol to
visit Mullah Atta quickly.
Guessing that Dorri’s call has something to
do with the theft, Zargol woke her
husband up and asked him to accompany
her to the Mullah Atta’s house. So, both
got up and moved towards the house of
Mullah, imagining that their gold might has
been found.
Their thinking was correct and indeed the
good news made the poor Zargol go jumping
for joy.

46

Information about something that is often specific

or precise.
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Holding her small bag tightly, she sprang
happily in the guest room at the Mullah's
home, screaming and thanking Mullah Atta
who was now wearing a natural smile on his
face.
Before the noon, Mullah Atta was also
thanked by Hashom Khan and a number of
Bakhshani people.
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By this time almost everybody had come to
know about the news. Many were happy and
many were surprised. For some, such as
Hashom Khan and Mahbibi, what Mullah
Atta did

was unbelievable. For many

others, of course, such spiritual skills of
Mullah Atta were considered usual.
But, no one except for Mullah himself knew
who really the thief was! Mullah Atta came
to know about it after a few days.
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Fortunately, the thief's conscience had
guided him to the right path. He had
confessed to Mullah and had admitted his
wrong deed.
Atta never disclosed the thief's identity,
believing that it goes against the ethics.47
Besides, accepting his mistake, it did not
seem fair to disclose the identity of the
thief because everyone in the town was
almost related to each other, and a
disclosure could make the thief’s family
ashamed.
What is clear is that the fool thief knew
well that Mullah Atta was the only person

Rules of behavior based on ideas about what is
morally good and bad.
47
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who could prevent the magical possessed
egg from exploding.
So, in order to avoid the burst of his belly
which would supposedly follow moments
later after the egg's split, he had to first
make the Mullah aware of the availability
of the gold.
The presence of gold-bag in Mullah's
residence and bringing it to the Mullah's
attention

could

prevent

the

so-called

explosion. The thief had to get on act
before the dawn. A time that everyone at
home preparing for religious washing.
We remember that the wise Mullah had
specified the deadline before the dawn. In
fact, Mullah had intended to facilitate the
www.taheri.info | 50
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way for the thief to easily return the gold;
because before morning prayers no one
was supposed to be seen in the town.
Seizing48 the opportunity, the unknown
thief covertly49 would move towards the
Mullah’s wall-house and would throw the
bag directly onto the house and would
disappear into the mist.

THE TRUTH
The

truth

is

that

it

was

just

an

expediential50 trick or a white lie. Neither
the egg would split nor the thief's belly.

48

Taking.

49

Not intended to be known, seen, or found.

50

Appropriate and advisable.
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The deep-seated irrational beliefs of the
locals

and

the

herald's

serious

announcement followed by the people's
puzzled

discussions

had

terrified

the

stupid thief, leading him to believe that
something would definitely happen to his
belly. Thus, it had a psychological effect
on thief; that is why, he gave up.
In any case, the town of Bakhshan was a
tiny51 traditional society where issues of
this kind sometimes used to be solved
through such tricks.
Today, however, Bakhshan is growing and
such tricks do not work as much as they
did work in the earlier times.
51

Very small.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Write that why Zargol preferred to
share the problem with Mullah Atta,
and not with Hashom Khan?
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..
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2. Why the trick was considered
expediential, write down your views?
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..

3. Why Mullah Atta did not disclose the
identity of the thief, what is your
opinion, reason and justify?
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..

4. Why presently such tricks do not
work in Bakhshan, note your
comments?
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..………
……………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………
5. What could happen if the trick had
not worked? Elucidate the likely
situations?
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………….
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6. Many people in the world believe in
what others call "superstition" or
"irrational beliefs", what is your
attitude, and why you hold such
attitude?
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………..
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